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Fusion Forex was formed with the end user in mind, with years of 

experience in the forex markets we noticed a lack of consistent 

trade copying services with low drawdown, minimal market 

exposure and genuine consistent monthly returns being offered.

ABOUT FUSION
An industry changing company

Great Returns

Fusion Makes up 
to 15% a Month. 

Conditions permitting.

Low Drawdown

Fusion Averages a 
Max of 5% 

Drawdown Daily.

Minimal Exposure

Fusion Trades for 
1-8 Hours Per Day 

ONLY.

Hands Free

Once Connected 
Fusion is Totally 

Hands Free.



HOW WE 
STARTED

The team at Fusion tested a multitude of our past proven trading 
strategies we identified 3-4 key strategies which would ensure
transitioning through markets with low and high volatility, ability to trade 
through changing market conditions whilst still keeping to the key points 
below.

Once identified Fusion tested the system for 12 months making sure that 
all the key reasons for launch were successfully being met before starting 
the process of building the company.

Consistent Results

Consistency is key, we saw too 
many companies offering results 

for a number of days, weeks or 
sometimes months before entering 
major drawdown leading to either 
significant losses or even account 

blow ups. We wanted to offer a 
viable alternative that offered 

consistent results no matter the 
market conditions.
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Low Market Exposure

Many systems in the market 
appeared/appear to keep clients 
accounts in the market for long 

periods of time, this increases loss 
potential. Additionally this increases 

the chances of exposure to high 
impact news events. We wanted to 
offer a system with low exposure, in 

and out of the market quickly.

No Bots

We had seen too many systems 
utilising bots which they had not 

created, and ultimately had no true 
control of. We do not like the use of 
bots and wanted to offer a system 

where manual trading was the only 
offering on the table, offering more 

control, knowing the systems we use 
work and being able to adapt.
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Money Management

Money management is one of the 
key components of being able to 
trade successfully in the markets. 
We saw too many systems using 
martingale or similar strategies 

to end in overall profit, we do not 
advocate this style of trading and 
wanted to offer a system where 

clients were not exposed to such 
tactics.
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KEY REASONS FOR LAUNCHING



MyFXBbook is an online automated analytical 
tool for forex trading accounts and a social forex 
community, first of its kind. It’s a professional 
platform that enables traders to connect their 
accounts and use their analytical tools to 
understand their trading behaviour and patterns.

All trades placed on accounts are automatically 
monitored, tracked, audited and analysed by the 
system, such transparency makes it easy for all 
potential traders to review trading strategies and 
their performance levels.

OUR RESULTS
Fusion’s transparency through results 
is what sets us apart from the rest

Live

Real time 
performance data.

Trust

Vetting and Authenticity 
of providers.

Data/Analysis

Provide statistical analysis 
on ROI % and Risk.

Tracking

Full trade history available 
for all accounts.

MyFXBook providers are audited and verified to 
predefined trading and risk standards.

MyFXBook provides a trustworthy and 
reliable environment that provides:

Follow our live results by pressing this button:

https://www.myfxbook.com/members/fusionforex20/fusion-forex-auto-trader/4886845
https://www.myfxbook.com/members/fusionforex20/fusion-forex-auto-trader/4886845


Fees are due at the end of every calendar month.  Our performance fees are only due after you have completed 

your first month (apart from promotional offers and tier one accounts which are to be paid upfront).

Failure to pay the performance fee within 5 working days will lead to your connection to the service being 

terminated.

The only payment you will have to make in advance is to our chosen 3rd party trade copying service if not 

promotional or tier one (currently 4X Solutions), they charge $15 per month.

We are not currently regulated to be able to take a commission payment of profits made so use this payment 

system, we are aware other companies take commissions, most however, are not regulated to do so.

Our trading typically makes anything from 5% - 15% a month (can and has been above this).

Our trading does not carry over for days and 95% of the time trades are completed for the day in a matter of hours.

Therefore your account will not remain in drawdown for periods of time and  typically drawdown at any one point 

does not go above 5%.

You are free to withdraw your money at any time you wish and of course are in control of your own account at all 

times, we just advise not withdrawing amounts whilst trades are running.

OUR FEES

- £1,000 to £2,499 - £50/m*
- £2,500 to £4,999 - £110/m
- £5,000 to £9,999 - £225/m
- £10,000 to £19,999 - £450/m
- £20,000 to £29,999 - £750/m
- £30,000 to £39,999 - £1,050/m
- £40,000 to £49,999 - £1,350/m

- £50,000 to £59,999 - £1,650/m
- £60,000 to £69,999 - £1,950/m
- £70,000 to £79,999 - £2,250/m
- £80,000 to £89,999 - £2,550/m
- £90,000 to £99,999 - £2,850/m
- £100,000+ - Please get in touch

Monthly Fee 
Based on 
Account Size 
at the Start of 
the Month * First tier account balances require up front monthly payment

We reserve the right to change the monthly fee in the future but will notify customers of any changes 1 month in advance.

Monthly fees are based on an average % month and are not payable if 0% is gained or negative % is gained for any particular month.



01 REGISTER

Step 1: Register
To start your jouney please sign up with Fusion by pressing this
button:

Once you have registered with us you can go to next step
of creating your broker account.

Step 2: Broker
Next step is to setup your broker account, we require you to use our preferred 
broker Vantage FX, please use this link to register through our IB: 

https://www.vantagefx.com/forex-trading/forex-trading-account/?affid=8231

Make sure the following criteria are met:
Minimum Deposit: £1000 GBP   Account Type: RAW ECN 
1:500 Leverage   Currency: select your currency
Platform: MetaTrader 4
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After successful completion of the above process you will receive via email your MT4 Account No 
and Password, as well as relevant server details - these will be required for the next step.

Step 3: Connect
Upon completion of your account setup with Vantage FX, you will 
then need to connect your account via our hosting Partner, 4X Solutions. 
Please use the link below to register and connect your account with the 
account details from step 2: 

http://www.4xsolutions.com/signup?p=850a7b64-3172-4908-922b-caa39b211677
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Step 4: Trade
When you have completed all of the above steps correctly you 
can begin to benefit from our automated trading service.

Check List:
Completed the Fusion Forex register form

Registered with Vantage FX with our IB link and parameters

Registered & paid with 4xSolutions and connected your account

Sign Up in 4 Simple Steps

https://www.fusion.forex/register/


F O R E X

CONTACT US

Customer Support

Account Queries and 
none FAQ related questions 

support@fusion.forex

Billing Support

Invoice and general 
billing questions 

billing@fusion.forex

Affiliate Support

Support e-mail for 
affiliate questions 

partners@fusion.forex

www. .forex

@fusionforex @forex_fusion @fusion_forex Fusion Forex


